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Homophobes
Arrested,
Protestors Pepper
Sprayed at Gay
Marriage March

Cops only sprayed her to save their lives.

l
C ASS!

Tell Profs What You Really Think

F

or the second year, the Mariner is giving
you the chance to evaluate your classes!
On page six of this issue, you can find
a Course Evaluation Form. Fill it in for one
course. Cut it out. Put it in the box in the
English Foyer (Room 244, Bat. 31.) Repeat.
Why evaluate our courses? Because it gives
us, the students, a chance to communicate
with professors: to let them know what we
think in a way that might not be easy to do
in a large class.
We realize that this initiative was somewhat
controversial when we did it last year.
But we know that teachers - at least those
who are confident in what they do - welcome
the chance to hear from students. Why? Because it’s a great source of ideas, of motivating
praise and a way to identify problems that the
teacher never knew about.

For example, last year we discovered that a
shocking number of students didn’t know
their teachers’ names. Clearly, that’s a problem. Whose fault is that...the teachers’ or the
students’? We don’t know. These evaluations
aren’t for blaming people. But it’s an issue
that can easily be remedied. Achieved!
As students, we put a lot of trust in teachers.
And good teachers reciprocate that trust by
respecting our opinions.
The forms are anonymous. We’ll give them
to the D.ang head once the survey is finished.
(Last year there was no D.ang head, so we
went to the bar. And lost the forms. Oops.)
Please be respectful and constructive. Hopefully the whole Mirail community will findthis a valuable exercise.

p

See Form Page 6!

B

By Paul Scanlan, M1 English

ystanders
were
pepper
sprayed by police when antigay extremists threatened a
marriage-equality march in downtown Toulouse on Jan. 18
Four apparent right-wing assholes, including one woman, burnt
a rainbow flag and shouted insults
after climbing the scaffolding in
front of Zara Capitole Protestors
reponded by throwing bottles and
cans.
One, described as a “skinhead” by
Arnold, security guard at Zara,
pulled a “ large military-style knife”
but it fell safely to the ground.
The police arrested the four, but then
decided to pepper spray protestors.
“We weren’t trying to get involved
with the cops or the fascists...The
cop was in front of me, he aimed
right at my face and sprayed me,”
said Manon, 20, L1 Sociology at
the Mirail, whose face was red and
swollen from the spray.
“They sprayed the whole crowd in
front of us,” added Adele, 19, Cabinet-making student.
Several people were helped from
the scene. Protest organizers urged
victims to press charges against the
cops.
The march finished without further
incident.

About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free monthly English-language student
newspaper in France
FREE! and worth every penny.

MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run
out of money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give us cold hard cash to drink
beer and print photos of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.

STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in
our hearts we know print journalism is the
way of the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.

Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English
Foyer, the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans
all over campus.

Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook (The Mariner News) for info.

Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke?
Send us an email: 					
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly
funded by Mirail University since 2010. The Mariner
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously, although at times it’s been called irreverent. The Mariner’s masthead was designed by the talented Florent
Guth, and other contributors are credited as they
appear. The Mariner would also like to thank Dave
Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus that
helped in the creation of the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews
Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

Letters to the Editor
right mind would confuse classical
In Response to Mlle. Pardue’s
Opinion Piece in our Last Issue counterpoint with dodecacophony???

D

ude,
Amanda was right in last
month’s issue. I totally understand her disappointment in the
music scene. I used to go to club
nights labeled “punk” but all there
was was just a bunch of phony shit
like the Stinky Toys or Asphalt
Jungle. And of course some horseshit kid comes along and asks for the
Sex Pistols, right? It’s like, come on!
Where’d the real punk go???
Jimmy Feuquere. L3 anglais

D

ear Sirs,

Such ineptitude makes me chortle.
Mikal Bern. M2 musicology

D

ear Colleagues,
I am a distinguished researcher in the Materials
Physics Lab, and my work on polydispersed matterials is highly regarded
throughout the region. I’ve published
ground-breaking papers on Honeycomb Tesselations and on Minimum
Resistance Properties of Lamellae in
Liquid-Air Interfaces, and speak on
these and related concepts at conferences around the country. And so
you can imagine my disbelief when
my invitation to a “Soiree Mousse”
turned out to be nothing but a bunch
of gyrating teenagers under a fountain of bathwater. I’ve never felt so
humiliated in all my life. Indeed!

I’d like to comment on
Amanda Pardue’s letter in
last month’s issue. She expresses her
disappointment in the venue’s misleading promotion of the Riot Grrl
Randoph de Lotte, UTM Materials
evening, and her sentiments very
Physics Lab
much parallel my own. Upon my arrival in Toulouse last October after
my sejour at the Vienna Conservatoy,
I enquired at the

Tourist Office for directions toward the leading purveyors of classical music in the city,
and was directed toward
the ticket box of the ‘Orchestre National.’ When I learned
that their idea of Classical Music
was STRAVINSKY, I almost lost
my hat! Could someone really be so
ignorant as to miss the polytonality
of his digressions??? Who in their

Coming Soon: Marinr
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Commencement Ceremony Initiative is Great Idea

C

ould you believe my surprise when,
going into the Arche for my 15th
coffee of the day, I saw shabby red
sheets reading “Cérémonie de remise des
diplômes” posted in various places and even
saying that you had to go to Amphitheatre
8.
After enquiry, it appeared that it was
the second edition of the Master 2 commencement ceremony of the UFR of Sciences, Espaces et Sociétés. I wasn’t aware that
there had been one last year, but this is not
surprising since it took place off-campus.

A commencement ceremony, if you’re
wondering, is an event held to honor students’ graduation from university. It’s traditional in the USA and in a bunch of other countries around the world. You’ve seen
it in the movies: funny hats, men wearing
dresses, students receiving diplomas with
little ribbons, boring speeches….and afterwards, lots of beer. Sounds great, right?

But most importantly, a commencement
ceremony is the chance for all the members of your graduating class to come together one last time and collectively say,
“We did it!” Plus: beer.
Oh, and why’s it called a “commencement
ceremony,” if it happens at the end of your
degree? Well, according to Yahoo Answers

H

by Agreg Student

contributor The Brain – who has a promising username and whose answer 100% of
voters found the best – it signifies the start
of graduates’ entry into the Real World.

diploma delivered
during a fancy
ceremony than
retrieving it from
a bitter secretary
The UFR of Sciences, Espaces et Sociétés,
feeding on lemwhich hosts such departments as Sciences
ons.
de l’éducation et de la formation and Geography, actually took the initiative to have When I saw
this ceremony as a symbol for the achieve- those miserment of their students.
able red A4
sheets indiSomebody at the information desk (yes,
cating
the
they had one!) admitted that the ceremony
c e r e m o n y,
lacked a bit of pomp due to a major lack
I
instantly
of funds, but insisted that they tried their
started dreambest in the given circumstances.
ing about a MiI was also told that the vice-president of rail-shop where
the CEVU had been informed about all we could buy
this ceremonial stuff, but more important- s w e a t e r s
ly, about a certain will to extend this sort and mugs,
Still this side of paradise.
of ceremony to the whole Mirail. Insiders p e n s
told me that so far the other UFR’s were and bags
not very keen on the idea of a great com- proclaiming this nasty place as our alma
mencement ceremony for all M2 students. mater, thus finding a material outlet for
And here my only question is: why? Is it all those strange feelings we have for this
so wrong to look to other countries for in- place, feelings that some may even call love
spiration, see what works, have a look at in a very loose sense. I started daydreamwhat means could be employed to gratify ing about mugs with patterns inspired by
students, honor them for their work, and the rather particular architecture of our U
foster in them a sense of belonging to a and borrowing from the cubist painters.
university? It is way more fun to get your I’ll leave it to others to deal with copyright
issues.

Lise’s Nitelife Guide
Z									X

i everyone, hope your exams went + CULTURE SHOCK + RIDO + SKS +
well!
KICKS, drum’n’bass lovers only!! At the
Bikini. 15.50/18 euros.
Now go back to work, and don’t
forget to party!
13/02: CRYSTAL CASTLES will be at
the Bikini, electronic music, it will start
Come on!
at 8.30pm and it will be 26.30/27 euros.
01/02: Dub Invaders (HIGH TONE
Crew Sound System) + O.B.F + PANDA
DUB// Sound powered by O.B.F. If you
like dub music you should go to this party
at the Bikini, 12.5/15euros.

02/02: FOLKLORE WAREHOUSE
PARTY, it will start at 8pm don’t be late,
Landscapes of Memory by Michael Lange
it will be eletronic music and they are Toulousain DJ’s, you should try! Only 5euros. 14/02: Airs Solidaires: LA FINE EQUIPE + tremplin + guests. The party will
02/02: MIDNIGHT IN TOULOUSE & start at 8pm don’t be late, Electronic muHOW TO KILL THE PARTY (4th AN- sic. Vote for your favourite Toulouse DJ!!
NIVERSARY) Presents KAVINSKY/ DJ At the Connexion. 5euros.
PONE/ OSTBLOCKSCHLAMPEN/
DIFUZION/ FAMILLE ELECTRO at 15/02: Party Rice & Beans - Club Voodoo
the Bikini, electronic music. 20/23euros. : Jennifer Cardini (Kill The DJ, Kompakt
/ Cologne). It will be electronic music &
09/12: PENDULUM DJ SET + VERSE it will start at 9pm, at the Connexion. 8
euros.

15/02: In Bikini Dura Electro #4 :
BREAKBOT Live + LIFELIKE +
CHEROKEE + DSL + SOPHONIC, it
will start at 11pm, it will be electronic/nudisco music, 18.50/21euros.
17/02: DJ PREMIER (USA) + GUEST
@ La Dynamo, if you like hip-hop music
this party is for you, 20.50/22euros.
22/02: Les Curiosités du Bikini vol.14 //
fair: le tour // LESCOP + ALINE + LES
FILLES ET LES GARCONS, a little bit
of french-pop just for your pleasure, 5euros.
23/02: La Factory #3 : PAUL RITCH
+ MATADOR + SUPERLATE + JULIEN SF, if you like techno only, at the
Bikini, 17.50/20 euros at the door.
You can also go to the Jagger on Gabriel
Perry, for a drink. Hope you enjoy your
February. Keep studying and partying!
See you soon.

Self-Promotion
Z									X

Mariner Apparel

Mariner T-Shirts Coming Soon!

Your favorite fashion victims are back - this time with plans to release a tshirt of their own. We’ll be able to give out t-shirts through competitions, to
reward help (or juicy gossip!), or just for the hell of it. The thing is, we have
TOO MANY ideas, and so we need your help deciding in which direction
to go. Let us know which of the following t-shirt ideas would make you the
most proud to wear. And, of course, if you have ideas we’d love to hear them.
We’ll post the best (or any) submissions on our site and give the best idea a
special prize. Let us know at: the.mariner.news@gmail.com

A. Home of the Mariner

B. I’m Only Here For The Mariner

C. What’s in your Bottle?

D. Armando Speaks for Me

E. The Pride of the Mirail

F. Your design here...

Super Bowl XLVII
Z									X

Our Guide to Throwing
a Killer Super Bowl Party
...Mariner Style

O

n February 3rd, over 100 million
people will put aside their work,
family, and values, and tune in to
watch the 47th annual Super Bowl. Don’t
know what a a Super Bowl is? Don’t know
how to celebrate one? Don’t worry; we’ll
hold your hand through this one.

First, a little background: the Super Bowl
is the game that decides the champion of
the National Football League (NFL) season - football here referring to American
Football. The two teams, having survived
various elimination matches, find themselves playing for a giant silver trophy
made by Tiffany’s. (Yes ladies, THAT
Tiffany’s.)

“The party is more fun without alcohol,”
they say, but if you’re going to sit me down
in front of a football game and stick Beyoncé’s lip-syncing ass in there at halftime, I’d better be nice and numb.

The Oscar Mayer Weinermobile

both cbs.com and nfl.com should set you
up. If a site tries to get you to pay, try another. You can hack that shit.
So by now you’ve invited some friends
over, and are thinking about what to eat.
Granted, this is a great excuse to load
up on the greasiest, saltiest grub you can
find, but we could also listen to experience... One Super Bowl I
had so much KFC I blacked
out before half-time. Don’t
let them tell you it was the
Budweiser... I know what
Bud does to the human
body... absolutely nothing!

This year the two teams
are the San Francisco
49ers and the Baltimore Ravens. If someone asks you who you’re
rooting for, say the
49ers. Or say “the 9ers”
if you really want to
A classic dish is chip sand
Baltimore native Johnny Eck
sound cool. Anyway,
dip - try to find a good bag
everyone knows San Francisco is
of tortilla chips and
cooler than Baltimore.
a jar of spicy salsa.
Ok, so the game is scheduled for Sunday, Bean dip is easy to
but that means the kick-off will happen at make - cook and
00h30 Monday morning Mariner time. mash some beans
Now that alone isn’t a problem, but de- and throw in some
pending on your idea of a party you might local duck fat for our
want to call your boss or email your teach- own regional Super
ers and tell them that you won’t be able to Bowl treat. Cheese
come in Monday because you’re sick/really dips are common
sick/unable to walk/have lost all concep- at these parties, but
Double barf
tion of space and time. Try to get Tuesday remember the word
“cheese”
starts
carrying
different
meanoff too while you’re at it.
ings once you start crossing large bodies
The Super Bowl is pretty easy to stream - of water.
The very idea of Super Bowl party snacks
is paradoxical: The food is both necessary and unimportant - necessary to avoid
acute alcohol poisoning and unnecessary
because often it merely distracts from the
real purpose of the celebration, which depending on the person, is the game, the
commercials, the half-time show, the camaraderie, the betting, or the booze.

Budweiser, Bud Light, Miller Lite, and
Coors Light are the All-American classic beers. Sure they resemble that couple
in the canoe, but there are worse things to
drink. If you’re a little more cosmopolitan,
then Heineken and Corona are classics. If
you want to get ghetto, The Mariner recommends Mickey’s or Olde English. If
you want to drink cheap beer ironically,
try to find some Pabst Blue Ribbon, and if
nothing is too good for you, Miller High
Life is called “the champagne of beers.”
But as you well
know, it’s not
always what
you drink, but
how you drink
it. Keg stands
are great for
the
warmer
months,
but
here in winter
we’re
Team Edward
forced to get creative. “Edward 40 Hands” is a classic
game that involves taping giant bottles
of beer (generally 40 ounces, hence the
“40”) to your hands. You’re not allowed
to remove them until they’re empty. Large bottles are hard to find in
France, but recently giant ‘Desperados’
have been arriving in stores. With 2,4L
of sickly goodness strapped to your hands,
you won’t care who wins the Super Bowl!

The Mariner asks because no one else does. We will give the responses to the Head of the English Department
at the end of the collection period. Please fill out the form for as many of your English classes as you'd like.
Please be fair and honest. We have a chance to make a difference. Thanks.
Course Name or Number

_________________

Teacher name:

Cut Here

The Mariner Course Evaluation
___________________

Subject (circle one)
o
o
o

o
o

Civilization
Literature
Linguistics

Phonology
Translation

1. I understood the teacher's expectations of me.
1

2

3

4

o
o

1
Strongly
Agree

2. I found the course subject and material interesting.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

4. My overall experience in this course was:
1

5
Strongly
Agree

I still don't know
Other:
____________

3. The professor motivated and inspired me.

5

Strongly
Disagree

o
o

English as an
option
None of the above

2

3

4

5

6

7

Terrible

8

9

10
Wonderful
Wonderful

The things I liked most about this course (Any positive comments about this course?)

The things I would change about this course (Any negative comments?)

Any additional comments about the university, the teacher, the class, or the Mariner?

Can I get more forms so I can evaluate other classes? Yep...you can do it online. Check our Facebook or our blog:
themarinernews.wordpress.com.

I have so many comments...I need more space! Help! Cool! Our online form has infinite space. Express yourself !

Cut Here

FAQ:
What do I do with this form? Put it in the Mariner box in the English Foyer. Room 244 in Bat. 31

Animals
Z									X

Pyrenees Bears Receive Stupid Names
Hunters Given Added Incentive to Shoot Bears Southwest in Shock

O

n January 16th, after much delib- Pépite. Named after a little piece of
eration by the group Pays de l’Ours, chocolate, this guy will have confithe names of the three baby bears dence issues all his life.
were finally released.
Our efforts to name one Mariner (Or
The two female bear cubs were given the Yogi. Or Eazy. Or Paul.) were in vain,
names Callisto and Soulane. The third, but thanks to everyone who voted.
of unknown gender (like so much of what
is found in the mountains,) was baptized In other bear news, the European
Pépite.
Commission reprimanded France
in December, 2012, for its failure to
What. The. Fuck.
fulfill its conservation obligations to
protect Pyrenean bear populations.
Callisto was a nymph in Greek mythology There are currently about 22 bears
who was raped by Zeus and was then pun- living in the Pyrenees, with bear terished for that by Artemis by being turned ritories spreading across several prointo a bear. Talk about victim-blaming!
tected mountain areas as well as a handful running around out there. Props to whoof theme bars.
ever named that one.
Soulane is term from geography that indicates the side of the mountain valley that It was of some consolation to learn that More info: www.paysdelours.com
gets the most sun. Boring.
there is a male bear named Moonboots

Giant Squid is Fucking Rad, Will Save Us All
Filmed for first time, creature might be our only defence against the whale enemy.
Giant Squid
13.00m (maximum)

Snoop
1.93m

The giant squid next
to rap superstar Snoop
Dogg.

S

limy and elusive, it has long been
the subject of rumor and controversy. For long years people doubted
the truth of stories about it…. But, no,
it’s not Lance Armstrong.
Of gigantic size, it is found all over
the world…but no one knows where it
makes its true home. Yet it’s not Gerard
Depardieu.
Pale white in color because there is no
light where it dwells. It uses its disgusting tentacles to overpower any creature
and has never been caught. Wrong: it’s
not DSK.
It is, of course, the fabled giant squid, or
Architeuthis, long the stuff of legend.
And it has finally been caught on video
in its natural habitat.
A team of Japanese scientists, along with
NHK and Discovery Channel, recently
observed the creature in the Ogasawara
Islands off the coast of Japan.
Operating from a midget submarine
600m below the waves, the scientists
used luminous bait to attract the monster.
While little is known of giant squid, we
know that they grow to enormous size:
up to 13m in length, with eyes the size of
plates. We also know they’re really cool.

You’re going down, whale! (Artist’s Impression)

The giant squid’s sworn enemy is the
sperm whale, that bastard of the sea.
While the whale often eats the giant
squid, the squid doesn’t go down without
a fight. Whales have often been found
with wounds from giant squid suction
cups.
Hopefully with further research, humans
can form an alliance with the giant squid
against our common enemy, to finally rid
the world’s oceans of those whale-scum.
Meanwhile, yet to be seen alive, is the
colossal squid, believed native to Antarctica, which grows even bigger than the
giant.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment:
The Sad, Sorrowful Tale of the Prince in Tight Pants

I

t’s
January,
the time of
year when the
little meteorologist who lives in
the basement of
everyone’s brain
seems to wake up
and
pronounce
such classics as: “Did you see the snow
last weekend?” or the never old: “It’s cold
outside, I know the temperature is the
same as yesterday but it just feels colder
today.” Whoop-dee doo, thanks for the
heads up, dude. You made my day. I like
weather info when it’s that dead-on-balls
accurate.

Nevertheless, January is an exacting
month if you follow American Football.
If you follow sports in general you will
like this story; if you don’t, it will remind
you why. I would like to shine a light on
the brief and successful story of the NFL
quarterback Robert Griffin III, in a game
where seemingly everybody is a winner –
like in a game organized by girls at summer camp. RG3 was a rookie and played
professionally for the first time this year,
and quickly became a superstar in the
league. He became the captain of his
team, the Washington Redskins, and he
brought his team to the playoffs after a
miserable 3 - 6 start to the season, a feat
which hadn’t happened in 16 years, and
the franchise won the Eastern NFC division, which hadn’t occurred in 13 years.
Now I know this sounds like a fairy tale
story for a brat, yet there’s a good chance
that RG3’s career
is already over.
The explanation is sadly
simple…

In early December RG3 suffered a mild even repeatedly and in slow motion on
sprain of the lateral collateral ligament Fox. The network seemed please to show
located on the outside of the knee afthe injury from multiple angles. The
ter a rough tackle in the sechappy rookie lay on the ground
ond quarter. He then
unable to move while the crowd
went back on the
chanted his name as if they befield in the fourth
lieved that they could cure him
quarter and helped
that way. This tale was made even
his teammates win
crueler in that RG3’s knee was
the game. He looked
NOT torn in some hot man-onlike an action-hero
man tackle action, but rather in
from a movie who gets
a clumsy attempt to try to pick
hit by a bullet but at the end
up the ball on the ground after a
comes back from the dead to
bad pass, without even any consnap the neck of the Commie
tact from the opposing team.
villain like a Kit Kat. But, as
a result, RGIII was out for a Dr. Andrews, apparently RG3 has already had surgery to
game.
repair two torn ligaments in his
right knee. The quarterback has not lost
It is important to know that the quarter- his big smile and has promised his fans
back in Football is like the brain of the on Twitter to be back on the field next
team, so it’s a big deal if he misses even a season. In an interview with a journalist,
single game. Dr. Andrews, the Redskins’ he was also unable to give the name of
very own Dr. Nick Riviera, had to explain his injury. This could be the reason for his
to journalists why he let an injured player optimism. A sports analyst agreed with
back on the field. RG3 had his knee in- RG3, and gave the example of Viking
jured at least twice in that game. His an- running-back Adrian Peterson, who had
swer gave us a clear idea about his level the same injury and had his best season
interest in the health the quarterback: this year, and will certainly end up MVP
“I haven’t examined him.” The Redskins for this year. I did some research and I
won the next day without RG3, and won concluded that RG3 has a different situthe last two games with their star, who ation: he has torn two internal knee ligawas at this point wearing a state-of-the- ments, while Peterson tore two external
art knee brace.
ligaments. Now I am not a licensed doctor, but I don’t think these things are the
Every football fan in Washington DC same. Plus, I don’t like the idea of giving
was praising their new favorite player. In the example of a miracle situation just to
the playoff against the Seahawks RG3 put a bum in the hearts of football fans.
was able to play at home, and could count It is like saying to a friend with money
on 85 000 fans in Fed Ex stadium to be issues: “hey dude, don’t worry! Every
there chanting his name. On Jan 6th, the week there’s someone who wins the lotRedskins started the game with a 14-0 tery, so keep your fingers crossed.” Well
run, but then, just like in December, RG3 I might be naïve, or I maybe I don’t get
was badly tackled. On his face we clearly the football spirit, but I can’t understand
saw that he was pretty badly hurt. Now this situation. Why would coach ShanaRG3’s knee problems already date back han not want to protect his quarterback?
to a severe knee injury in 2009, and so his Why did he want to screw him? Then I
knee is already pretty weak. The Redskins realized that even here in France some
coach, Mike Shanahan, put RG3 back in people want to screw over other people
the game as soon as the Redskins’ offen- just to feel good about themselves. Not
sive team returned for duty. The crowd that long ago, some people, family peowas happy, and RG3 was smiling, though ple, took to marching in the street. They
limping. He was unable to run; he could didn’t want anything for their own benejust throw the ball. It was very surprising fit – they seemed happy with their way of
that the Redskins kept him on the field – life. All they wanted to do was to prevent
the spectacle was absurd: the player was a minority from having the same rights
clearly suffering and everyone seemed that they do. They just wanted to fuck
happy to see that. On top of that the over people they don’t even know. But
Redskins didn’t manage to score again, you know they are: good people, so when
while the Seahawks scored 24 points. It they do fuck them they’ll fuck them mismade no sense. After the absurd came the sionary style, no rubber, and with lots of
tragic, when at 6:24 in the fourth quarter, eye contact.
RG3’s knee could not take it anymore.
RG3 bent his knee in an unnatural angle,

